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properties of space-time in the strong-field, high-velocity
regime and confirm predictions of general relativity for the
nonlinear dynamics of highly disturbed black holes.

II. OBSERVATION

On September 14, 2015 at 09:50:45 UTC, the LIGO
Hanford, WA, and Livingston, LA, observatories detected

the coincident signal GW150914 shown in Fig. 1. The initial
detection was made by low-latency searches for generic
gravitational-wave transients [41] and was reported within
three minutes of data acquisition [43]. Subsequently,
matched-filter analyses that use relativistic models of com-
pact binary waveforms [44] recovered GW150914 as the
most significant event from each detector for the observa-
tions reported here. Occurring within the 10-ms intersite

FIG. 1. The gravitational-wave event GW150914 observed by the LIGO Hanford (H1, left column panels) and Livingston (L1, right
column panels) detectors. Times are shown relative to September 14, 2015 at 09:50:45 UTC. For visualization, all time series are filtered
with a 35–350 Hz bandpass filter to suppress large fluctuations outside the detectors’ most sensitive frequency band, and band-reject
filters to remove the strong instrumental spectral lines seen in the Fig. 3 spectra. Top row, left: H1 strain. Top row, right: L1 strain.
GW150914 arrived first at L1 and 6.9þ0.5

−0.4 ms later at H1; for a visual comparison, the H1 data are also shown, shifted in time by this
amount and inverted (to account for the detectors’ relative orientations). Second row: Gravitational-wave strain projected onto each
detector in the 35–350 Hz band. Solid lines show a numerical relativity waveform for a system with parameters consistent with those
recovered from GW150914 [37,38] confirmed to 99.9% by an independent calculation based on [15]. Shaded areas show 90% credible
regions for two independent waveform reconstructions. One (dark gray) models the signal using binary black hole template waveforms
[39]. The other (light gray) does not use an astrophysical model, but instead calculates the strain signal as a linear combination of
sine-Gaussian wavelets [40,41]. These reconstructions have a 94% overlap, as shown in [39]. Third row: Residuals after subtracting the
filtered numerical relativity waveform from the filtered detector time series. Bottom row:A time-frequency representation [42] of the
strain data, showing the signal frequency increasing over time.
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For robustness and validation, we also use other generic
transient search algorithms [41]. A different search [73] and
a parameter estimation follow-up [74] detected GW150914
with consistent significance and signal parameters.

B. Binary coalescence search

This search targets gravitational-wave emission from
binary systems with individual masses from 1 to 99M⊙,
total mass less than 100M⊙, and dimensionless spins up to
0.99 [44]. To model systems with total mass larger than
4M⊙, we use the effective-one-body formalism [75], which
combines results from the post-Newtonian approach
[11,76] with results from black hole perturbation theory
and numerical relativity. The waveform model [77,78]
assumes that the spins of the merging objects are aligned
with the orbital angular momentum, but the resulting
templates can, nonetheless, effectively recover systems
with misaligned spins in the parameter region of
GW150914 [44]. Approximately 250 000 template wave-
forms are used to cover this parameter space.
The search calculates the matched-filter signal-to-noise

ratio ρðtÞ for each template in each detector and identifies
maxima of ρðtÞwith respect to the time of arrival of the signal
[79–81]. For each maximum we calculate a chi-squared
statistic χ2r to test whether the data in several different
frequency bands are consistent with the matching template
[82]. Values of χ2r near unity indicate that the signal is
consistent with a coalescence. If χ2r is greater than unity, ρðtÞ
is reweighted as ρ̂ ¼ ρ=f½1þ ðχ2rÞ3&=2g1=6 [83,84]. The final
step enforces coincidence between detectors by selecting
event pairs that occur within a 15-ms window and come from
the same template. The 15-ms window is determined by the
10-ms intersite propagation time plus 5 ms for uncertainty in
arrival time of weak signals. We rank coincident events based
on the quadrature sum ρ̂c of the ρ̂ from both detectors [45].
To produce background data for this search the SNR

maxima of one detector are time shifted and a new set of
coincident events is computed. Repeating this procedure
∼107 times produces a noise background analysis time
equivalent to 608 000 years.
To account for the search background noise varying across

the target signal space, candidate and background events are
divided into three search classes based on template length.
The right panel of Fig. 4 shows the background for the
search class of GW150914. The GW150914 detection-
statistic value of ρ̂c ¼ 23.6 is larger than any background
event, so only an upper bound can be placed on its false
alarm rate. Across the three search classes this bound is 1 in
203 000 years. This translates to a false alarm probability
< 2 × 10−7, corresponding to 5.1σ.
A second, independent matched-filter analysis that uses a

different method for estimating the significance of its
events [85,86], also detected GW150914 with identical
signal parameters and consistent significance.

When an event is confidently identified as a real
gravitational-wave signal, as for GW150914, the back-
ground used to determine the significance of other events is
reestimated without the contribution of this event. This is
the background distribution shown as a purple line in the
right panel of Fig. 4. Based on this, the second most
significant event has a false alarm rate of 1 per 2.3 years and
corresponding Poissonian false alarm probability of 0.02.
Waveform analysis of this event indicates that if it is
astrophysical in origin it is also a binary black hole
merger [44].

VI. SOURCE DISCUSSION

The matched-filter search is optimized for detecting
signals, but it provides only approximate estimates of
the source parameters. To refine them we use general
relativity-based models [77,78,87,88], some of which
include spin precession, and for each model perform a
coherent Bayesian analysis to derive posterior distributions
of the source parameters [89]. The initial and final masses,
final spin, distance, and redshift of the source are shown in
Table I. The spin of the primary black hole is constrained
to be < 0.7 (90% credible interval) indicating it is not
maximally spinning, while the spin of the secondary is only
weakly constrained. These source parameters are discussed
in detail in [39]. The parameter uncertainties include
statistical errors and systematic errors from averaging the
results of different waveform models.
Using the fits to numerical simulations of binary black

hole mergers in [92,93], we provide estimates of the mass
and spin of the final black hole, the total energy radiated
in gravitational waves, and the peak gravitational-wave
luminosity [39]. The estimated total energy radiated in
gravitational waves is 3.0þ0.5

−0.5M⊙c2. The system reached a
peak gravitational-wave luminosity of 3.6þ0.5

−0.4 × 1056 erg=s,
equivalent to 200þ30

−20M⊙c2=s.
Several analyses have been performed to determine

whether or not GW150914 is consistent with a binary
black hole system in general relativity [94]. A first

TABLE I. Source parameters for GW150914. We report
median values with 90% credible intervals that include statistical
errors, and systematic errors from averaging the results of
different waveform models. Masses are given in the source
frame; to convert to the detector frame multiply by (1þ z)
[90]. The source redshift assumes standard cosmology [91].

Primary black hole mass 36þ5
−4M⊙

Secondary black hole mass 29þ4
−4M⊙

Final black hole mass 62þ4
−4M⊙

Final black hole spin 0.67þ0.05
−0.07

Luminosity distance 410þ160
−180 Mpc

Source redshift z 0.09þ0.03
−0.04
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Abbott et al. 2016, PRL, 116, 241103�
from 35 Hz to a peak amplitude at 450 Hz. The signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) accumulates equally in the early inspiral
(∼45 cycles from 35 to 100 Hz) and late inspiral to merger
(∼10 cycles from 100 to 450 Hz). This is different from the
more massive GW150914 binary for which only the last 10
cycles, comprising inspiral and merger, dominated the
SNR. As a consequence, the parameters characterizing
GW151226 have different precision than those of
GW150914. The chirp mass [26,45], which controls the
binary’s evolution during the early inspiral, is determined
very precisely. The individual masses, which rely on
information from the late inspiral and merger, are measured
far less precisely.
Figure 1 illustrates that the amplitude of the signal is less

than the level of the detector noise,where themaximum strain
of the signal is 3.4þ0.7

−0.9 × 10−22 and 3.4þ0.8
−0.9 × 10−22 in LIGO

Hanford and Livingston, respectively. The time-frequency
representation of the detector data shows that the signal is not
easily visible. The signal is more apparent in LIGO Hanford
where the SNR is larger. The SNR difference is predomi-
nantly due to the different sensitivities of the detectors at the
time. Only with the accumulated SNR frommatched filtering
does the signal become apparent in both detectors.

III. DETECTORS

The LIGO detectors measure gravitational-wave strain
using two modified Michelson interferometers located in
Hanford, WA and Livingston, LA [2,3,46]. The two
orthogonal arms of each interferometer are 4 km in length,
each with an optical cavity formed by two mirrors acting as
test masses. A passing gravitational wave alters the

FIG. 1. GW151226 observed by the LIGO Hanford (left column) and Livingston (right column) detectors, where times are relative to
December 26, 2015 at 03:38:53.648 UTC. First row: Strain data from the two detectors, where the data are filtered with a 30–600-Hz
bandpass filter to suppress large fluctuations outside this range and band-reject filters to remove strong instrumental spectral lines [46].
Also shown (black) is the best-match template from a nonprecessing spin waveform model reconstructed using a Bayesian analysis [21]
with the same filtering applied. As a result, modulations in the waveform are present due to this conditioning and not due to precession
effects. The thickness of the line indicates the 90% credible region. See Fig. 5 for a reconstruction of the best-match template with no
filtering applied. Second row: The accumulated peak signal-to-noise ratio (SNRp) as a function of time when integrating from the start of
the best-match template, corresponding to a gravitational-wave frequency of 30 Hz, up to its merger time. The total accumulated SNRp

corresponds to the peak in the next row. Third row: Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) time series produced by time shifting the best-match
template waveform and computing the integrated SNR at each point in time. The peak of the SNR time series gives the merger time of
the best-match template for which the highest overlap with the data is achieved. The single-detector SNRs in LIGO Hanford and
Livingston are 10.5 and 7.9, respectively, primarily because of the detectors’ differing sensitivities. Fourth row: Time-frequency
representation [47] of the strain data around the time of GW151226. In contrast to GW150914 [4], the signal is not easily visible.
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GW151226 was detected with a network matched-filter
SNR of 13 by both searches. Figure 2 shows the detection
statistic values assigned to GW151226 by the two searches
and their respective noise background distributions. At the
detection statistic value assigned to GW151226, the
searches estimate a false alarm probability of < 10−7

(> 5σ) [14] and 3.5 × 10−6 (4.5σ) [17] when including
candidate events in the background calculation. This
procedure strictly limits the probability of obtaining a false
positive outcome in the absence of signals [56]. The
estimates from the two searches are consistent with expect-
ations for a compact binary coalescence signal, given the
differences in methods of data selection and candidate
event ranking. When excluding search candidate events
from the background calculation, a procedure that yields a
mean-unbiased estimate of the distribution of noise events,
the significance is found to be greater than 5σ in both
searches. Further details of the noise background and
significance estimation methods for each search are given
in [18] and discussions specific to GW151226 are in [5].

V. SOURCE DISCUSSION

To estimate the source parameters, a coherent Bayesian
analysis [21,57] of the data was performed using two
families of waveform models. Both models are calibrated to
numerical simulations of binary black holes in general
relativity. One waveform model includes spin-induced
precession of the binary orbital plane [58], created by
rotating the model described in [59]. The other waveform
model restricts the component black hole spins to be
aligned with the binary orbital angular momentum
[42,43]. Both are publicly available [60]. Table I shows
source parameters for GW151226 including the initial and
final masses of the system. The parameter uncertainties
include statistical and systematic errors from averaging
posterior probability samples over the two waveform
models, in addition to calibration uncertainties. Here, we
report the median and 90% credible intervals.
The initial binary was composed of two stellar-mass black

holes with a source-frame primary mass m1 ¼ 14.2þ8.3
−3.7M⊙,

secondary mass m2 ¼ 7.5þ2.3
−2.3M⊙, and a total mass of

21.8þ5.9
−1.7M⊙. The binary merged into a black hole of mass

20.8þ6.1
−1.7M⊙, radiating 1.0þ0.1

−0.2M⊙c2 in gravitational waves
with a peak luminosity of 3.3þ0.8

−1.6 × 1056 erg=s. These
estimates of the mass and spin of the final black hole, the
total energy radiated in gravitational waves, and the peak
gravitational-wave luminosity are derived from fits to
numerical simulations [39,63–65]. The source localization
is refined to 850 deg2, owing to the different methods used
[21], and refined calibration.
The long inspiral phase of GW151226 allows accurate

estimates of lower-order post-Newtonian expansion param-
eters, such as the chirp mass [26,45]. However, only loose
constraints can be placed on the total mass and mass ratio

(m2=m1) because the merger and ringdown occur at
frequencies where the detectors are less sensitive.
Figure 3 shows the constraints on the component masses
of the initial black hole binary. The component masses

TABLE I. Source parameters for GW151226. We report median
values with 90% credible intervals that include statistical and
systematic errors from averaging results of the precessing and
nonprecessing spin waveform models. The errors also take into
account calibration uncertainties. Masses are given in the source
frame; to convert to the detector framemultiply by (1þ z) [61]. The
spins of the primary and secondary blackholes are constrained to be
positive. The source redshift assumes standard cosmology [62].
Further parameters of GW151226 are discussed in [5].

Primary black hole mass 14.2þ8.3
−3.7M⊙

Secondary black hole mass 7.5þ2.3
−2.3M⊙

Chirp mass 8.9þ0.3
−0.3M⊙

Total black hole mass 21.8þ5.9
−1.7M⊙

Final black hole mass 20.8þ6.1
−1.7M⊙

Radiated gravitational-wave energy 1.0þ0.1
−0.2M⊙c2

Peak luminosity 3.3þ0.8
−1.6 × 1056 erg=s

Final black hole spin 0.74þ0.06
−0.06

Luminosity distance 440þ180
−190 Mpc

Source redshift z 0.09þ0.03
−0.04

FIG. 3. Posterior density function for the source-frame masses
msource

1 (primary) and msource
2 (secondary). The one-dimensional

marginalized distributions include the posterior density functions
for the precessing (blue) and nonprecessing (red) spin waveform
models where average (black) represents the mean of the two
models. The dashed lines mark the 90% credible interval for the
average posterior density function. The two-dimensional plot
shows the contours of the 50% and 90% credible regions plotted
over a color-coded posterior density function.
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引⼒力波天⽂文学时代已经到来 



•  美国天文十年发展规划： 
•  引力波及其电磁对应体 

•  确认引力波信号的天体起源 

•  研究引力波源的天体物理性
质 （比如引力波源的距离、
宿主星系等） 

•  利用引力波源研究宇宙的几
何和动力学（标准铃声） 

GW150914位置�

Abbott et al. 2016, PRL, 116, 061102�

定位误差：~600平方度 

引⼒力波电磁对应体探测重要意义 



� 理论研究 
� 理论模型构建； 

� 理论模型例证搜寻； 

� 联合探测实现后的引力波天文学； 

� 观测研究 
� 引力波信号／电磁信号联合探测观测策略研究； 

� 现有望远镜研究； 

� 未来望远镜展望； 
�  GWAC＋EP 

引⼒力波电磁对应体研究现状 



•  双黑洞并合 
•  黑洞带电？双黑洞起源于同一个恒

星？双黑洞之一携带少量吸积盘？ 

•  中子星-黑洞并合 
•  短伽玛暴 

•  Kilonova 
•  双种子星并合 

•  电磁信号取决于并合中心产物 

•  黑洞？ 

•  大质量快转磁星？ 

Kiuchi et al. 2010, PRL, 104, 141101) Bartos, I., Brady, P., Marka, S. 2012, arXiv:1212.2289 

引⼒力波暂现源电磁信号理论模型 
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Fig. 8.— The LIGO localization map (top left) can be combined with the GBM localization map for

GW150914-GBM (top right) assuming GW150914-GBM is associated with GW event GW150914.

The combined map is shown (bottom left) with the sky region that is occulted to Fermi removed in

the bottom right plot. The constraint from Fermi shrinks the 90% confidence region for the LIGO

localization from 601 to 199 square degrees.
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Fig. 2.— Count rates detected as a function of time relative to the start of GW150914-GBM, ⇠0.4 s

after the GW event GW150914, weighted and summed to maximize signal-to-noise for a modeled

source. CTIME time bins are 0.256 s wide. The blue data points are used in the background fit.

The green points are the counts in the time period determined to be significant, the grey points are

outside this time period, and the red points show the 1.024 s average over the green points. For a

single spectrum and sky location, detector counts for each energy channel are weighted according

to the modeled rate and inverse noise variance due to background. The weighted counts from all

NaI and BGO detectors are then summed to obtain a signal-to-noise optimized light curve for that

model. Each model is also assigned a likelihood by the targeted search based on the foreground

counts (in the region of time spanned by the green points), and this is used to marginalize the light

curve over the unknown source location and spectrum.

GBM（Fermi）： 8keV-40MeV;  ~70%天区 �

GW150914－GBM：引力波信号之后0.4s开始 
持续了1s左右的硬X射线源（光子能量大于 
50keV） 

Connaughton V. 2016, arXiv:1602.03920 

短伽玛暴？ 

�  辐射集中在50Kev以上 

�  辐射开始时间在GW150914信号后0.4s 

�  持续时间1s左右 

�  信号方向与引力波位置误差大致符合 

�  光度：L～1.8×1049 erg/s 

双⿊黑洞并合电磁对应体？ 
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GBM（Fermi）： 8keV-40MeV;  ~70%天区 �

GW150914－GBM：引力波信号之后0.4s开始 
持续了1s左右的硬X射线源（光子能量大于 
50keV） 

黑洞带电？ 

双黑洞起源于同一个恒星？ 

Zhang B. 2016, arXiv:1602.04542 

Loeb A. 2016, arXiv:1602.04735 

Connaughton V. 2016, arXiv:1602.03920 

短伽玛暴？ 

双黑洞之一携带少量吸积盘？ 
Perna R.+ 2016, arXiv:1602.05140 

GW150914只有引力波辐射？ 
Zhang S.N.+. 2016, arXiv:1604.02537 

双⿊黑洞并合电磁对应体？ 
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GBM（Fermi）： 8keV-40MeV;  ~70%天区 �

GW150914－GBM 
是真的引力波对 
应体吗？�



•  银河系内已发现存在双中子星
系统 

•  在双脉冲星系统PSR 1913+16
发现有引力波辐射间接证据
（豪斯、泰勒因此获诺贝尔物
理奖） 

•  通过数值模拟，已经发现并合
过程中引力波辐射存在 
“chirp” 信号 

•  与这类引力波信号成协的电磁
信号是怎样的? 

http://physics.aps.org/articles/v3/29 (引自Kiuchi et al. 2010, PRL, 104, 141101) 

双中⼦子星并合电磁对应体 



Metzger & Berger, 2012 

短时标伽玛射线暴 

多波段暂现源 
时标 ~小时、天、周，甚至年 

Li-Paczyński Nova 

光学耀发 
时标 ~ 几天 

抛射物在星际介质中驱动的外激波 

射电余辉 
时标 ~ 几年 

Li & Paczyński, 1998 

Nakar & Piran, 2011 

双中⼦子星并合电磁对应体 



喷流-星际介质激波（短暴余辉） 

激波化的星际介质 

抛射物 

短伽玛暴 

射电 
光学 
X射线 

X-ray 

X-ray 

玻印廷流 

MNS 

后期中心天体活动 
~ X射线平台相 & X射线耀发 

磁耗散X射线余辉 

1000 ~10000 s 

8 1 210 ergs cm− − −

Zhang, 2013 

短伽玛暴 

“光球”辐射 

明亮光学耀发 
时标 ~ 几天 

Yu, Zhang & Gao,2013 

相对论电子对 

激波突破抛射物X射线闪 

  10−11 −10−9 ergs−1 cm−2

1000 ~10000 s Li & Yu, 2015 

中心磁星能量注入的外激波 
多波段明亮暂现源 
~小时、天、周，甚至年 
Gao, Ding, Wu, Zhang & Dai,2013 

Wang & Dai, 2013 Gao et al., 2013, ApJ 

双中⼦子星并合电磁对应体 



SGRB 所有方向都有X射线辐射！ 

激波突破抛射物X射线闪＋ 
磁耗散X射线余辉＋ 
外激波余辉辐射 
 

3 410 ~10obsT s〈 〉 ≈

磁耗散X射线余辉 

3 Orbits 

3 Orbits 

3 Orbits 



基本假设 

主要结论 

�  短伽玛暴（全部或部分）由双中子星并合产生 

�  银河系中探测到的双中子星质量分布具有普适性 

�  短伽玛暴中观测到“内耗散平台”的样本对应并合产物为大质量中
子星，平台结束对应中子星坍缩成黑洞 

�  物质状态方程                              
�  双中子星并合产生40%黑洞，30%稳定中子星，30%中子星->黑洞 

�  并合产生大质量中子星初始自转周期接近1毫秒； 

�  大质量中子星磁场较高：1015高斯 

�  磁耗散效率很高，大于40% 

�  磁星椭率较大，磁星自转减速由引力波辐射主导 

   Mmax = 2.37 M(1+1.58×10−10 P−2.84 )

双中子星并合中心产物 



� 理论研究 
� 理论模型构建； 

� 理论模型例证搜寻； 

� 联合探测实现后的引力波天文学； 

� 观测研究 
� 引力波信号／电磁信号联合探测观测策略研究； 

� 现有望远镜研究； 

� 未来望远镜展望； 
�  GWAC＋EP 

引⼒力波电磁对应体研究现状 



－－－帕洛玛暂现源工厂相对论暂现源 

X.-F. Wu, H. Gao, X. Ding et al. 2013 ApJ�

•  没有任何高能对应体 

•  光学信号按幂指数函数下降 
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•  射电观察表明该事件起源于相对 
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Figure 1. Broadband (black: X-ray; purple: u-band; red: r-band; blue: HST
F160W; gray: 6.7 GHz) light curves of GRB 130603B and the theoretical
model curves. The X-ray data are from Evans et al. (2009), while the u-band
light curve is based on the data reported in de Ugarte Postigo et al. (2013) and
Tanvir et al. (2013), with the g-band and r-band data extrapolated to the UVOT
u-band. Proper corrections for extinction in the Milky Way Galaxy and the
GRB host galaxy have been made. The solid curves are the theoretical afterglow
prediction with a magnetar energy injection. The dotted curves are the kilonova
predictions in the F606W, F160W, and u-bands.

light curve at the early epochs are possible only if the fireball is
in the fast cooling regime (Sari et al. 1998), and the X-ray band is
between the cooling frequency (νc) and the typical synchrotron
frequency (νm), while the U-band is below νc. Such a possibility,
however, is strongly disfavored by the spectral data. The spec-
trum of X-ray emission at t < 1000 s is Fν ∝ ν−0.97±0.22, which
is inconsistent with a fast cooling spectrum Fν ∝ ν−1/2. An
even stronger constraint arises from the spectral energy distri-
bution at t ∼ 0.35 days, which gives a νc ≈ 1016 Hz (de Ugarte
Postigo et al. 2013; Jin et al. 2013). Together with the 6.7 GHz
flux ∼0.13 mJy at t ∼ 0.37 days, one has νm ≈ 2×1012 Hz and
the maximum specific flux Fνmax ≈ 0.8 mJy (see also Fong et al.
2013). For a burst born in an interstellar matter-like circum-
burst medium, we have νc ∝ t−1/2 and νm ∝ t−3/2 (Sari et al.
1998). Therefore at t ∼ 0.01 days we have νc ∼ 6×1016 Hz and
νm ∼ 6 × 1014 Hz, which are far from what are required in the
fast cooling model.

An X-ray shallow decline phase is commonly observed in
Swift long GRBs, which can be interpreted as an energy injection
into the GRB blast wave from a long-lasting central engine
(Zhang et al. 2006). We take a general energy injection law
dEinj/dt ∝ t−q for t < tend ∼ 103 s (Zhang et al. 2006; Dai &
Lu 1998; Zhang & Mészaros 2001), which gives νm ∝ t−(2+q)/2,
νc ∝ t (q−2)/2, and Fν,max ∝ t1−q . Since at t ∼ tend, one has
νm ∼ 1015 Hz and νc ∼ 6×1016 Hz, the optical emission should
increase with time as Fνopt ∝ t (8−5q)/6 while the X-ray (1.7 keV)
emission decreases with time as FνX ∝ t [2(2−p)+(p+2)q]/4. For
q ∼ 0 relevant for a spinning down magnetar due to magnetic

dipole radiation, both the peculiar X-ray and optical emissions
can be accounted for (Figure 1). Such a relatively long, steady
energy injection with a roughly constant luminosity is difficult
to fulfill in the NS–NS or NS–BH merger scenarios with a BH
central engine. Simulations suggest that long-lasting emission
may arise in these systems, but the accretion rate history is
essentially defined by the accretion rate of fall-back materials,
which typically satisfies dEinj/dt ∝ t−5/3 (see Figure 3 of
Rosswog 2007a, for both NS–NS merger and NS–BH merger
scenarios) and is far from what is required in current afterglow
modeling. If the magnitude of the viscosity is ᾱ ∼ 0.1 for prompt
accretion and ∼10−4 for fall-back accretion, both the short
prompt emission and the t0-like long-lasting energy injection
may be accounted for (Lee et al. 2009). It is, however, unclear
how ᾱ can change so much.

We then turn to the possibility that a long-lived supramassive
magnetar rather than a BH was promptly formed after the
merger (e.g., Gao & Fan 2006; Fan & Xu 2006; Metzger
et al. 2008; Bucciantini et al. 2012; Rowlinson et al. 2013;
Zhang 2013). This is possible if the NS equation of state is
stiff enough, and if the total mass of the two merging NSs is
not large enough (e.g., Morrison et al. 2004; Giacomazzo &
Perna 2013). Indeed, for a sufficiently stiff equation of state
yielding Mmax ∼ 2.2–2.3 M&, the merger of double NSs with
a total gravitational mass Mtot ∼ 2.6 M& (note that among the
10 NS binary systems identified so far, 5 have such a total
mass) can produce a supramassive magnetar with P0 ∼ 1 ms,
which survives until a good fraction of its rotational energy has
been lost via dipole radiation and gravitational wave radiation
(see Fan et al. 2013, and references therein).

As already mentioned, at t ∼ 0.35 days, the key param-
eters governing the synchrotron spectrum are νc ≈ 1016 Hz,
νm ≈ 2 × 1012 Hz, and Fνmax ≈ 0.8 mJy. Adopting
Equations (2)–(4) of Fan & Piran (2006), it is straightforward
to show that

Ek ≈ 1.5 × 1051 erg n
−1/5
−1 , εe ≈ 0.2n

1/5
−1 , εB ≈ 0.04 n

−3/5
−1 ,

where Ek is the isotropic-equivalent kinetic energy of the
ejecta and εe (εB) is the fraction of shock energy given to
the electrons (magnetic field), n is the number density of the
interstellar medium and has been normalized to 0.1 cm−3,
and the energy distribution power law index of the shock
electrons is taken as p = 2.3 based on the optical and
X-ray spectral data (de Ugarte Postigo et al. 2013; Jin et al.
2013). Please note that we have inserted the Compton parameter
Y ≈ [−1+

√
1 + 4(νm/νc)(p−2)/2εe/εB]/2 ∼ 1 into Equation (4)

of Fan & Piran (2006) to estimate the physical parameters
governing νc.

Interestingly these relations impose a tight constraint on the
isotropic-equivalent kinetic energy of the ejecta, i.e., Ek ≈ 1.5×
1051 erg (εB/0.04)1/3. It is well known that εB is not expected
to be considerably larger than ∼1/3 (i.e., the equilibrium
argument, for which the shock energy is equally shared among
electrons, protons, and magnetic fields), we then have

Ek < 3 × 1051 erg.

Our result is remarkably consistent with the independent
modeling of the late X-ray data by Fong et al. (2013), in which
Ek < 1.7 × 1051 erg was inferred.

We have thus shown analytically that the peculiar X-ray and
optical data in the first ∼1000 s strongly suggests the energy
injection of the magnetar into the blast wave. On the other hand,

2

this field. The redshifts of the afterglow21 and the host galaxy22 were
both found to be z 5 0.356.

Another proposed signature of the merger of two neutron stars or a
neutron star and a black hole is the production of a kilonova (some-
times also termed a ‘macronova’ or an ‘r-process supernova’) due to
the decay of radioactive species produced and initially ejected during
the merger process—in other words, an event similar to a faint, short-
lived supernova6–8. Detailed calculations suggest that the spectra of
such kilonova sources will be determined by the heavy r-process ions
created in the neutron-rich material. Although these models10–13 are
still far from being fully realistic, a robust conclusion is that the optical
flux will be greatly diminished by line blanketing in the rapidly expan-
ding ejecta, with the radiation emerging instead in the near-infrared
(NIR) and being produced over a longer timescale than would other-
wise be the case. This makes previous limits on early optical kilonova
emission unsurprising23. Specifically, the NIR light curves are expected
to have a broad peak, rising after a few days and lasting a week or more
in the rest frame. The relatively modest redshift and intensive study of
GRB 130603B made it a prime candidate for searching for such a kilonova.

We imaged of the location of the burst with the NASA/ESA Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) at two epochs, the first ,9 d after the burst
(epoch 1) and the second ,30 d after the burst (epoch 2). On each occa-
sion, a single orbit integration was obtained in both the optical F606W
filter (0.6mm) and the NIR F160W filter (1.6mm) (full details of the imag-
ing and photometric analysis discussed here are given in Supplemen-
tary Information). The HST images are shown in Fig. 1; the key result is
seen in the difference frames (right-hand panels), which provide clear
evidence for a compact transient source in the NIR in epoch 1 (we note
that this source was also identified24 as a candidate kilonova in indepen-
dent analysis of our data on epoch 1) that seems to have disappeared by
epoch 2 and is absent to the depth of the data in the optical.

At the position of the SGRB in the difference images, our photo-
metric analysis gives a magnitude limit in the F606W filter of
R606,AB . 28.25 mag (2s upper limit) and a magnitude in the F160W
filter of H160,AB 5 25.73 6 0.20 mag. In both cases, we fitted a model
point-spread function and estimated the errors from the variance of
the flux at a large number of locations chosen to have a similar back-
ground to that at the position of the SGRB. We note that some tran-
sient emission may remain in the second NIR epoch; experimenting
with adding synthetic stars to the image leads us to conclude that any
such late-time emission is likely to be less than ,25% of the level in
epoch 1 if it is not to appear visually as a faint point source in epoch 2,
however, that would still allow the NIR magnitude in epoch 1 to be up
to ,0.3 mag brighter.

To assess the significance of this result, it is important to establish
whether any emission seen in the first HST epoch could have a con-
tribution from the SGRB afterglow. A compilation of optical and NIR
photometry, gathered by a variety of ground-based telescopes in the
few days following the burst, is plotted in Fig. 2 along with our HST
results. Although initially bright, the optical afterglow light curve dec-
lines steeply after about ,10 h, requiring a late-time power-law decay
rate of a < 2.7 (where F / t2a describes the flux). The NIR flux, on the
other hand, is significantly in excess of the same extrapolated power
law. This point is made most forcibly by considering the colour evolu-
tion of the transient, defined as the difference between the magnitudes
in each filter, which evolves from R606 2 H160 < 1.7 6 0.15 mag at about
14 h to greater than R606 2 H160 < 2.5 mag at about 9 d. It would be
very unusual, and in conflict with predictions of the standard external-
shock theory25, for such a large colour change to be a consequence of
late-time afterglow behaviour. The most natural explanation is there-
fore that the HST transient source is largely due to kilonova emission,
and the brightness is in fact well within the range of recent models
plotted in Fig. 2, thus supporting the proposition that kilonovae are
likely to be important sites of r-process element production. We note
that this phenomenon is strikingly reminiscent, in a qualitative sense,
of the humps in the optical light curves of long-duration c-ray bursts

produced by underlying type Ic supernovae, although here the lumino-
sity is considerably fainter and the emission is redder. The ubiquity and
range of properties of the late-time red transient emission in SGRBs
will undoubtedly be tested by future observations.

The next generation of gravitational-wave detectors (Advanced LIGO
and Advanced VIRGO) is expected ultimately to reach sensitivity levels
allowing them to detect neutron-star/neutron-star and neutron-star/
black-hole inspirals out to distances of a few hundred megaparsecs26

(z < 0.05–0.1). However, no SGRB has been definitively found at any
redshift less than z 5 0.12 over the 8.5 yr of the Swift mission to date27.
This suggests either that the rate of compact binary mergers is low,
implying a correspondingly low expected rate of gravitational-wave
transient detections, or that most such mergers are not observed as
bright SGRBs. The latter case could be understood if the beaming of
SGRBs was rather narrow, for example, and the intrinsic event rate was,
as a result, two or three orders of magnitude higher than that observed
by Swift. Although the evidence constraining SGRB jet opening angles
is limited at present28 (indeed, the light-curve break seen in GRB 130603B
may be further evidence for such beaming), it is clear that an alterna-
tive electromagnetic signature, particularly if approximately isotropic,
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Figure 2 | Optical, NIR and X-ray light curves of GRB 130603B. Left axis,
optical and NIR; right axis, X-ray. Upper limits are 2s and error bars are 1s. The
optical data (g, r and i bands) have been interpolated to the F606W band and
the NIR data have been interpolated to the F160W band using an average
spectral energy distribution at ,0.6 d (Supplementary Information). HST
epoch-1 points are given by bold symbols. The optical afterglow decays steeply
after the first ,0.3 d and is modelled here as a smoothly broken power law
(dashed blue line). We note that the complete absence of late-time optical
emission also places a limit on any separate 56Ni-driven decay component. The
0.3–10-keV X-ray data29 are also consistent with breaking to a similarly steep
decay (the dashed black line shows the optical light curve simply rescaled to
match the X-ray points in this time frame), although the source had dropped
below Swift sensitivity by ,48 h after the burst. The key conclusion from this
plot is that the source seen in the NIR requires an additional component above
the extrapolation of the afterglow (red dashed line), assuming that it also decays
at the same rate. This excess NIR flux corresponds to a source with absolute
magnitude M(J)AB < 215.35 mag at ,7 d after the burst in the rest frame. This
is consistent with the favoured range of kilonova behaviour from recent
calculations (despite their known significant uncertainties11–13), as illustrated by
the model11 lines (orange curves correspond to ejected masses of 1022 solar
masses (lower curve) and 1021 solar masses (upper curve), and these are added
to the afterglow decay curves to produce predictions for the total NIR emission,
shown as solid red curves). The cyan curve shows that even the brightest
predicted r-process kilonova optical emission is negligible.
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Long-duration (42 s) g-ray bursts (GRBs) are believed to
originate from Collapsars that involve death of massive stars
and are expected to be accompanied by luminous super-

novae (SNe). GRB 060614 was a nearby burst with a duration of
102 s at a redshift of 0.125(ref. 1). While it is classified as a long
burst according to its duration, extensive searches did not
find any SNe-like emission down to limits hundreds of times
fainter2–4 than SN 1998bw, the archetypal hypernova that
accompanied long GRBs5. Moreover, the temporal lag and peak
luminosity of GRB 060614 fell entirely within the short duration
subclass and the properties of the host galaxy distinguish it from
other long-duration GRB hosts. Thus, GRB 060614 did not fit
into the standard picture in which long-duration GRBs arise from
the collapse of massive stars while short ones arise from compact
binary mergers. It was nicknamed the ‘long–short burst’ as its
origin was unclear. Some speculated that it originated from
compact binary merger and thus it is intrinsically a ‘short’
GRB1,4,6–8. Others proposed that it was formed in a new type of a
Collapsar which produces an energetic g-ray burst that is not
accompanied by an SNe2–4.

Two recent developments may shed a new light on the origin of
this object. The first is the detection of a few very weak SNe (for
example, SN 2008ha9) with peak bolometric luminosities as low
as LB1041 erg s! 1. The second is the detection of an infrared
bump, again with a LB1041 erg s! 1, in the late afterglow of the
short burst GRB 130603B10,11. This was interpreted as a
Li-Paczyński macronova (also called kilonova)12–19—a near-
infrared/optical transient powered by the radioactive decay of
heavy elements synthesized in the ejecta of a compact binary
merger. Motivated by these discoveries, we re-examined the
afterglow data of this peculiar burst searching for a signal
characteristic to one of these events.

The X-ray and UV/optical afterglow data of GRB 060614, were
extensively examined in the literature20,21 and found to follow
very well the fireball afterglow model up to tB20 days22. The
J-band has been disregarded because only upper limits
B19–20th mag with a sizeable scatter are available at t 42.7
days, and these are too bright to significantly constrain even
supernovae as luminous as SN 1998bw23. In this work we focus
on the optical emission. We have re-analysed all the late time
(that is, t Z1.7 days) very large telescope (VLT) V, R and I -band
archival data and the Hubble space telescope (HST) F606W and
F814W archival data, including those reported in the literature3,4

and several unpublished data points. Details on data reduction
are given in the Methods.

Results
The discovery of a significant F814W-band excess. Figure 1
depicts the most complete late-time optical light curves
(see Supplementary Table 1; the late VLT upper limits are not
shown in Fig. 1) of this burst. The VLT V, R and I-band fluxes
decrease with time as pt! 2.30±0.03 (see Fig. 1, in which the VLT
V/I band data have been calibrated to the F606W/F814W filters
of HST with proper k-corrections), consistent with that found
earlier3,20,21. However, the first HST F814W data point is
significantly above the same extrapolated power-law decline.
The significance of the deviation is B6s (see the estimate in the
Methods). No statistically significant excess is present in both the
F606W and the R bands. The F814W-band excess is made most
forcibly by considering the colour evolution of the transient,
defined as the difference between the magnitudes in each filter,
which evolves from V–IE0.65 mag by the VLT (correspondingly
for HST we have F606W–F814WE0.55 mag) at about t B1.7
days to F606W–F814WE1.5 mag by HST at about 13.6 days
after the trigger of the burst. With proper/minor extinction

corrections, the optical to X-ray spectrum energy distribution for
GRB 060614 at the epoch of B1.9 days is nicely fitted by a single
power law3,20,21 Fvpv! 0.8. In the standard external forward
shock afterglow model, the cooling frequency is expected to drop
with time as22 vcpt! 1/2. Thus, it cannot change the optical
spectrum in the time interval of 1.9–13.6 days. Hence, the
remarkable colour change and the F814W-band excess of
B1 mag suggest a new component. Like in GRB 130603B this
component was observed at one epoch only. After the subtraction
of the power-law decay component, the flux of the excess
component decreased with time faster than t! 3.2 for t 413.6
days. Note that an unexpected optical re-brightening was also
detected in GRB080503, another ‘long–short’ burst24. However,
unlike the excess component identified here, that re-brightening
was achromatic in optical to X-ray bands and therefore likely
originated by a different process.

Discussion
Shortly after the discovery of GRB 060614 it was speculated that it
is powered by an ‘unusual’ core collapse of a massive star2,3.
We turn now to explore whether the F814W-band excess
can be powered by a weak supernova. Figure 2 depicts the
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Figure 1 | The afterglow emission of GRB 060614. The VLT and HST
observation vega magnitudes including their 1s statistical errors of the
photon noise and the sky variance and the 3s upper limits (the downward
arrows) are adopted from Supplementary Table 1. The small amounts of
foreground and host extinction have not been corrected. Note that the VLT
V/I band data have been calibrated to the HST F606W/F814W filters with
proper k-corrections (see Methods). The VLT data (the circles) are
canonical fireball afterglow emission while the HST F814W detection
(marked in the square) at tB13.6 days is significantly in excess of the same
extrapolated power-law decline (see the residual), which is at odds with the
afterglow model. The F814W-band light curve of SN 2008ha 27 expected at
z¼0.125 is also presented for comparison. The dashed lines are macronova
model light curves generated from numerical simulation 28 for the ejecta
from a black hole–neutron star merger. Error bars represent s.e.
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物理图像： 
双中子星并合，中心遗迹为磁星 
(1)两极形成相对论喷流，产生短暴； 
   其余方面有非相对论物质抛射（光深>1）； 
   磁星磁偶极辐射（Poynting flux, e+e-）； 
(2)两极闭合，抛射物光深>1； 
(3)抛射物光深<1。 

短暴GRB080503模型解释和拟合： 
(1) 短暴X射线延展辐射：磁星偶极辐射磁
耗散；磁星自转减慢时标：约100秒； 
(2)100秒-1天X辐射：两极闭合，抛射物光
深>1； 
(3) 1天左右的X增亮：抛射物光深<1，磁偶极
耗散残余辐射（t^-2）； 
(4) 1天左右光学增亮：merger-nova 

－－－GRB080503余辉晚期X射线与光学增亮 

NS-NS：电磁辐射信号例证搜寻（4） 
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� 理论研究 
� 理论模型构建； 

� 理论模型例证搜寻； 

� 联合探测实现后的引力波天文学； 

� 观测研究 
� 引力波信号／电磁信号联合探测观测策略研究； 

� 现有望远镜研究； 

� 未来望远镜展望； 
�  GWAC＋EP 

引⼒力波电磁对应体研究现状 



1）精确定位引力波暂现源，进而确定引力波暂现源的天体物理起源； 
2）为光学射电等其他波段提供位置信息，促成对引力波暂现源的多波段观测； 
3）通过多波段观测证认宿主星系，进而确定引力波源的红移； 
4）通过引力波数据与电磁观测数据结合，打破引力波探测中相关参数的兼并性
问题，如距离和指向角之间的兼并； 
 

联合探测实现后的引⼒力波天⽂文学(1) 



1）引力波暂现源是否存在电磁对应体，其辐射性质如何（双黑洞并合？）； 
2）中子星-黑洞、双中子星并合事件是否真的是短伽玛射线暴的起源？ 
3）双中子星并合中心产物究竟是黑洞还是磁星，或者两者比例究竟是多少？（
高压高密状态物质状态方程） 
4）如果并合产物确定为磁星，利用电磁辐射的流量值推算出磁星的磁场与自转
周期，可以对中子星表面磁场放大机制、自转能损耗机制等开展深入研究； 

Metzger & Berger, 2012 Gao et al., 2013 

联合探测实现后的引⼒力波天⽂文学(2) 



1）通过独立测量的红移-距离关系来研究宇宙的膨胀行为； 
2）如果有30个左右的联合探测事件，就能将哈勃常数限制到～1%的精度，与JWS
T的预期成果媲美。 

联合探测实现后的引⼒力波天⽂文学(3) 



无静止质量粒子在球对称度规时空中的运动： 
 
 
后牛顿(PPN)展开： 
后牛顿参数  ：单位质量引起的空间曲率大小 
广义相对论要求： 

联合探测实现后的引⼒力波天⽂文学(4) 
1）利用引力波信号与电磁信号到达时间差限制引力子质量； 
2）利用引力波信号与电磁信号到达时间差检验爱因斯坦等效原理，开展“银河     
 系比萨斜塔”实验 

Wu, Gao, Wei et al., 2016 

爱因斯坦等效原理（EEP）： 
中性粒子在真空引力场中运动，与粒子的内禀性质（结构、成分）无关。 
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引力波的空间定位误差圈 

定位精度：~几十至上百平方度 

~并合触发Advanced-LIGO/Virgo 
之前的几十秒? 

Rodriguez et al 2014 

•  小视场望远镜 
•  引力波信号处理提前预警； 

•  星系星表的建立以及小望远镜的联
合初选； 

•  小视场望远镜的快速响应和快速转
动搜寻。 

•  大视场望远镜 
•  与GW同时触发，并马上进行后随观

测； 

•  收到GW触发通知后，快速响应进    
行后随观测； 

•  在GW探测器离线数据中和数据库中
寻找关联事件，可能能找到显著度
相对较低的GW事件； 

•  及时筛选有效信号，触发引力波探
测器。 

引⼒力波／电磁信号联合探测策略 
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Chu, Howell, Rowlinson, Gao et al., 2016, MNRAS �

高能探测器 

光学望远镜 

现有望远镜研究 



Chu, Howell, Rowlinson, Gao et al., 2016, MNRAS �

射电望远镜 
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 Response too slow 
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Figure 7. Some of the multimessenger observations that could be achieved through low latency GW triggers. All scenarios assume a
detection 40s before merger by an LHV network - corresponding with a 1000 deg2 error region - and a 40s GW triggering latency to send
out the GW trigger. The signals are grouped by into jetted, isotropic or unknown; the approximate emission time ranges around merger
are also given. As shown by the legend, the ticks indicate the EM observations with observational support; the question marks indicate
those that have been proposed through theoretical models. All possible observations in the table are given a color code; good news is
given by red cells that indicate there are EM instruments available in the band with su�ciently fast responses, exposure times and
FoVs to cover or tile the GW error box within the emission time-range; at the other extreme, yellow cells indicate that EM follow-up
observations will be quite challenging. Between these two extremes there is scope for improvement; for example ToOs could potentially
be speeded up or wider FoV instruments could come on line.
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Figure 8. As for Figure 7 but assuming an expanded LHVJIA network – corresponding with a 182 deg2 error region, and a 1s GW
triggering latency to send out the GW trigger. This figure shows what could be achieved by EM instruments given a ⇠40 s head start to
get on-source.
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现有望远镜／探测器可能实现γ射线（如果存在的话）与射电辐射信号探测�

现有望远镜研究 



Xin & Meng 2016�
现有望远镜／探测器对GW150914电磁对应体搜寻结果 
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引力波	�

~10到几百平方度 �

视场基本覆盖	  
精度<1角分�

A-LIGO �
A-VIRGO �

EP视场60x60平方度�

伴随电磁辐射（X-射线） 

中子星-中子星，黑洞-中子星 

N. Gehrels�

未来望远镜展望：爱因斯坦探针（EP） 



EP视场60x60平方度�望远镜数目： 36*2（4个/单元） 
综合视场：   5000*2平方度 
极限星等：   15.0－16.0等 （5-10秒） 

巡天项目 综合视场 

（平方度） 

极限星等 
(V Mag) 

WIDGET ～4000 11 
Pi of the Sky ～1600*2 12 
TORTORA ～720 11 
RAPTOR-Q ～15000 9.5 
Mini-GWAC ～5000 12.5 
GWAC ～5000 16.0 Wei J.Y.’s slides�

GWAC GFT-1 GFT-2 

ECLAIRs 
VT 

GRM 

MXT 

SVOM – Groupe 
Astronomie – CNES 

Paris 

未来望远镜展望：SVOM地⾯面阵列（GWAC） 
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FIG. 1.— TeV light curves in the relativistic outflow scenario (the green line), mildly-relativistic outflow scenario (the black line) and sub-relativistic one (the
red line). The green line is calculated with the parameters E = 1050erg,Γ = 100. The black line is calculated with the parameters E = 1050erg,Γ = 2. The red line
is calculated with the parameters E = 3× 1052erg,v = 0.3c. Other parameters used in the calculation are fixed to εe/0.4 = εB,−2 = n = DL,26.5 = p/2.2 = 1. The
blue line is the CTA sensitivity in the pointing observing mode.

FIG. 2.— TeV flux in the relativistic outflow scenario. The fluxes are represented by colors in the unit of erg cm−2s−1. We fix p = 2.2,Γ = 100,εe = 0.4,E =
1050erg and DL = 1027cm. The left panel is calculated for tstart = 104s and the black line represents CTA sensitivity of 5-hour observation in the point observation
mode. The right panel shows the case with tstart = 103s and for CTA 0.5-hour observation sensitivity.

抛射物与星际介质 
相互作用产生正向
激波的SSC辐射。 

磁星星风与抛射物 
相互作用产生反向 
激波的SSC辐射。 

Wang et al., 2016 

抛射物与星际介质 
相互作用产生正向
激波的SSC辐射？ 

Gao et al., 2016 
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Ejecta � Shocked  
ISM �
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γ γγ γ γ

1/2

EM�
e�

1/2

1γγτ ?

Cascade�

100GeV�   LAT 

3
iceN ~10 /event−

单个事件: 
4 2~ 10effA cm

Atwood+, 2009 对TeV光子背景的贡献？ 

E ~ PeVγ
5 2

ν~ ~10  GeV cmf fγ
− −

Gao et al, 2013, PRD, 88, 043010 
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单个事件探测概率 

随机背景贡献 

νE ~ PeV
5 2

ν~10  GeV cmf − −

发生在300Mpc处的最佳事件  

5
iceN ~10 /event−

GRB:  (300Mpc) �
4 210  GeV cm− −

GRB事件率:  
         ~10 yr-1�

300 Mpc以内的事件率: 0.1~103 yr-1 

He+, 2012 

Gao+, 2013, PRD, 88, 043010 


